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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of depth plays an important role in data exploration, order-
ing, and robust estimation (see, for example, the recent paper by Liu et al.
[5]). The well-known Tukey depth [9] is the basis for an affine equivariant
multivariate median and multivariate order statistics (see, for example,
[1–3, 6, 7]), Tukey’s depth is based on the inspection of ‘‘every’’ one-
dimensional projection of the data set. Specifically, the depth of a point is
defined as the minimum of the univariate quantile depth over all one-
dimensional projections. The well-known Cramér–Wald theorem states
that all qunatiles of all one-dimensional projections characterize measure.
Is it the case for the Tukey depth? For the general case it is an open
question.
Struyf and Rousseeuw [8] proved that Tukey’s depth determines empir-
ical measure by algorithmically constructing the data points from the depth
contours. Koshevoy [4] proved that Tukey’s depth determines absolutely
continuous measures with compact support (the proof is based on some
results from integral geometry). Here we give a simple prove for the case of
atomic measures.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Tukey [9] (see also [2]) introduced the notion of the depth of a point in
a finite data set, as the minimal number of data points in any halfspace
that contains the point. Sometimes such a depth is called the halfspace
depth, we will call it the Tukey depth. In detail, let X={x1, ..., xn} be a
data set. If we let u denote a vector of the unit sphere Sd−1 of Rd, then the
depth of a point x ¥ Rd can be written as
depthT(x; X)= min
u ¥ Sd−1
#{i : Ou, xiP [ Ou, xP}.
Consider the notion of the Tukey depth for atomic measures. An atomic
measure m assigns masses mi > 0 to points xi of some dataset X. It would be
convenient to consider an atomic measure m as the set of pairs (mi, xi),
mi ¥M :={m1, ..., mn}, xi ¥X, or shortly m :=(M, X).
The depth of a point x ¥ Rd is written as
depthT(x; (M, X))= min
u ¥ Sd−1
1 C
i : Ou, xiP [ Ou, xP
mi 2 .
Denote dg(m)=maxx ¥ Rd depthT(x; (M, X)).
The Tukey depth contours defined as
Dk(m)={x ¥ Rd : depthT(x; (M, X)) \ k}, 0 [ k [ dg(m)
are convex and nested [2].
We establish the following result.
Theorem 1. Let m=(M, X) and n=(MŒ, Y) be atomic measures such
that, for any x ¥ Rd, depthT(x; (M, X))=depthT(x; (MŒ, Y)). Then m=n.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We assert the following
Claim. Let m=(M, X) be an atomic measure. Let x ¥X have depth k,
depthT(x; (M, X))=k. Let H be a halfspace with boundary through x
which contains points of X such that total mass is k, ;i: xi ¥X 5H mi=k.
Then for any xŒ ¥X 5H, xŒ ] x, there holds depthT(xŒ; (M, X)) [
k−m(x).
Assume a point xŒ ¥X 5H, xŒ ] x, with depthT(xŒ; (M, X)) > k−m(x).
Then, because m(X 5 int(H)) [ k−m(x), xŒ belongs to the boundary of H.
Let u ¥ Rd be a normal vector to the hyperplane, being the boundary
of H, such that Ou, xiP [ Ou, xP holds for xi ¥X 5H, and Ou, xP < Ou, xiP
holds for xi ¥X0(X 5H). Because xŒ belongs to the boundary of H,
Ou, xŒP=Ou, xP and we can set H of the form
H={xŒ+z | z ¥ Rd, Ou, zP [ 0}.
The following construction of a perturbation of H is of use.
Consider a halfspace of the form
HxŒ, x(e) :={xŒ+z | z ¥ Rd, Ou+e(x−xŒ), zP [ 0}.
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Then, for any
0 < e < min
xi ¥X0(X 5H)
Oxi−xŒ, uP
|Oxi−xŒ, x−xŒP|
,
we have
xŒ ¥X 5HxŒ, x(e) …X 5H0{x}. (1)
In fact, because Ou, xP=Ou, xŒP, for any e > 0, there holds Ox−xŒ, u+
e(x−xŒ)P=eOx−xŒ, x−xŒP > 0. Therefore, x=(xŒ+(x−xŒ)) ¨HxŒ, x(e),
and hence any xœ=x, xœ ¥X, also does not belong to HxŒ, x(e).
For a point xj ¥X0(X 5H), we have Oxj−xŒ, u+e(x−xŒ)P=Oxj−xŒ, uP
+eOxj−xŒ, x−xŒP. If Oxj−xŒ, x−xŒP \ 0, then, because Oxj−xŒ, uP > 0,
for any e > 0, Oxj−xŒ, u+e(x−xŒ)P > 0 holds.
If Oxj−xŒ, x−xŒP < 0, then
Oxj−xŒ, uP+eOxj−xŒ, x−xŒP
=Oxj−xŒ, uP− e |Oxj−xŒ, x−xŒP|
> Oxj−xŒ, uP−1 min
xi ¥X0(X 5H)
Oxi−xŒ, uP
|Oxi−xŒ, x−xŒP|
2 |Oxj−xŒ, x−xŒP|
=Oxj−xŒ, uP11− |Oxj−xŒ, x−xŒP|Oxj−xŒ, uP minxi ¥X0(X 5H) Oxi−xŒ, uP|Oxi−xŒ, x−xŒP|2 \ 0.
(2)
Therefore, for chosen e, we have Oxj−xŒ, u+e(x−xŒ)P > 0 in both cases,
and, hence, xj=xŒ+(xj−xŒ) does not belong to HxŒ, x(e). Thus (1) holds.
But this implies that m(HxŒ, x(e) 5X) [ k−m(x). xŒ ¥HxŒ, x(e) and hence
depthT(xŒ; X) [ k−m(x) holds.
Thus, for any xi ¥X 5H0x, we have depthT(xi; X) [ k−m(x), and
Claim is proven.
We now prove Theorem 1.
Assume w.l.o.g. that X is the set with the smallest depth value, i.e.,
min
xi ¥X
depthT(xi; (M, X)) [min
yj ¥ Y
depthT(yj; (MŒ, Y)).
Let x ¥X be such that depthT(x; (M, X))=minxi ¥X depthT(xi; (M, X)).
Show that x belongs to Y.
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Assume x ¨ Y. Because depthT(x; (M, X))=depthT(x; (MŒ, Y)), there
exists a halfspace HŒ with boundary through x which contains points of Y
of total mass m(x), n(Y 5HŒ)=m(x), and there are no points of X
which are different of x and belong to HŒ. Because, for any y ¥ Y,
depthT(y; (MŒ, Y)) > 0, and depthT(y, (MŒ, Y))=depthT(y; (M, X)), we
have that all points of Y 5HŒ are located on the boundary of HŒ.
Pick a point y ¥ Y 5HŒ. Consider a halfspace H −y, x(e). Repeating the
perturbation construction for H −y, x(e) instead of HxŒ, x(e), we find an
appropriate e > 0 such that there are no points of X in H −y, x(e),
#(X 5H −y, x(e))=0 (because x ¨H −y, x(e) and HŒ contains no points of X
different of x, see (1)). Hence depthT(y; (M, X))=0 < depthT(y; (MŒ, Y)),
a contradiction. Therefore, we have x ¥ Y and m(x)=n(x). Hence, we have
minxi ¥X depthT(xi; (M, X))=minyj ¥ Y depthT(yj; (MŒ, Y)), and any x ¥X
with depthT(x; (M, X))=minxi ¥XdepthT(xi; (M, X)) belongs to Y and has
the same mass, and vice versa.
Proceed now by induction. There are a finite number of different values
of the depth for atomic measures. Assume that the measure m restricted on
the set of points of X with the Tukey depth up to the first k levels of values
coincides with the restriction of n on the set of points of Y with the Tukey
depth up to the first k levels of values. Denote d(k) the kth value of the
depth.
Assume w.l.o.g. that X is the set with the smallest depth value, i.e.,
min
kŒ > d(k)
min
xi ¥ DkŒ(X)
depthT(xi; (M, X)) [ min
kŒ > d(k)
min
yj ¥ DkŒ(Y)
depthT(yj; (MŒ, Y)).
Let x ¥X be such that depthT(x; (M, X))=minkŒ > d(k) minxi ¥ DkŒ(X)
depthT(xi; (M, X)). Denote dŒ :=depthT(x; (M, X)). Show that x belongs
to Y.
Assume x ¨ Y. There exists a halfspace Hœ with boundary through x and
which contains points of X0x of total mass dŒ−m(x). Because of Claim,
each of these points have depth less or equal to dŒ−m(x). Therefore, by
induction, these points are common in X and Y and their masses coincide
in M and MŒ. Therefore, Hœ contains additional points of Y of total
mass at least m(x). Let y ¥ Y 5Hœ be one of such points, y ¨X.
Show that depthT(y; (M, X)) [ dŒ−m(x). Assume depthT(y; (M, X)) >
dŒ−m(x). Then, obviously, y belongs to the boundary of Hœ. Consider a
halfspace H'y, x(e). Repeating the perturbation construction for H
'
y, x(e), we
find e > 0 such that m(X 5H'y, x(e)) [ dŒ−m(x) holds (there are only total
mass dŒ−m(x) points of X0x in Hœ, and x belongs to the
boundary of Hœ). Hence depthT(y; (M, X)) [ dŒ−m(x), a contradiction
with depthT(y; X) > dŒ−m(x). Thus, there holds depthT(y; (M, X)) [
dŒ−m(x) [ d(k), and, by induction, it follows that y ¥X holds. That
contradicts to y ¨X. Hence x ¥ Y and m(x)=n(x).
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Therefore, m restricted on the set of points of X with the Tukey depth up
to dg(X) coincides with that of n and Y, but this implies X=Y and
M=MŒ. Q.E.D.
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